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SUMMARY
The spread spectrum world has changed radically since the last edition of this classic professional resource was published. Now military applications have levelled off commercial applications have taken off and numerous consumer products are in development. This new edition keeps you right up to date with…

A complete new section on commercial applications-featuring direct sequence versus frequency hopping operation below ambient noise level error correction coding near-far performance linear signal requirements and synchronisation

- Full treatment of CDMA—including the number of signals to a band-width frequency division multiplex time-division multiplex code division multiple access receiver sensitivity multipath rejection direct sequence fading rate and more

- Coverage of relevant FCC regulations-presenting excerpts from FCC regulations concerning spread spectrum and low-power operation in the ISM bands a summary of Part 15 of the Spread Spectrum Rules and a discussion of spread spectrum operation by radio amateurs

- Details on current consumer and commercial systems

Essential to the next generation of mobile cellular cordless and other personal communications systems... vital to the future of communications data transmission message privacy signal hiding and position location spread spectrum technology has never been so important to professionals in the field.
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